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Abstract

Leveraging text mining for sentiment analysis, and integrating text mining and deep learning are
the main purposes of this paper. The presented study includes three main steps. At the first step,
pre-processing such as tokenization, text cleaning, stop word, stemming, and text normalization has
been utilized. Secondly, feature from review and tweets using Bag of Words (BOW) method and
Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency is extracted. Finally, deep learning by dense neural
networks is used for classification. This research throws light on understanding the basic concepts of
sentiment analysis and then showcases a model which performs deep learning for classification for a
movie review and airline sentiment data set. The performance measure in terms of precision, recall,
F1-measure and accuracy were calculated. Based on the results, the proposed method achieved an
accuracy of 95.38% and 93.84% for a movie review and Airline sentiment, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Data Mining (DM) is one of the most active computer science fields. It’s a promising young area.
Data mining has been of the highest significance to the information industry and community in recent
years since it has been extensively available and the immediate need to turn this data into usable
information and expertise [13, 17]. DM focuses on extracting secret information from different data
storage facilities, data marts and repositories [16]. Text mining is a data mining technology dedicated
to textual data management. It usually refers to the extraction from unstructured information text
interesting and non-trivial trends or awareness [12]. Text mining is essentially a multidisciplinary
field. This includes knowledge collection, statistics, algebra, computer learning, language processing
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and the development of natural languages. The most normal form of information storage is the type
of textual records. According to a new survey, 80% of business information is contained in text
documents [16]. Data mining’s general objective is to retrieve data from databases automatically.
Text Mining is the same global challenge but applied in particular to unstructured textual data.
The vast use of text data means that information can be derived from it more intensively. However,
the process of text mining for unstructured data is considerably more complicated. Data mining uses
a range of text processing methodologies, one of which is natural language processing (NLP).
The analyses of linguistic evidence, most usually in the form of texts such as papers or published
materials, by means of analytical techniques, are natural language processing (NLP). The objective of
natural linguistic processing is essentially to create a description of the text by using linguistic insights
to apply structure to the unstructured natural language. The syntactical nature of this structure
can be that it captures the grammatical relation between the components –or more semantic– of the
text [26]. The implementation of texts for pre-processing includes the Syntactic Analysis, Tokenizer,
Semantic, Stop Word Removal, and Stemming module [18].
Text data can also be evaluated at various representation stages. Text results, for example, can easily
be processed as a mouthpiece or viewed as a string of words. However, it is important to replicate
text knowledge semantically in most implementations so that more meaningful research and analysis
can be carried out. For example, it might be possible to discover more fascinating trends than to
view text as a word bag by representing text data on named persons, organizations and locations
and their relationships [1]. In this paper leveraging text mining techniques for sentiment analysis
using sentiment analysis datasets are movie review and airline sentiement. Using deep learning for
classification, collecting texts mining and deep learning in this paper.

2. Overview of Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is one of the most common areas of text mining. This research will identify
documents on the basis of the feelings. Only text attributes can be chosen and used for modeling
purposes based upon the dataset and data attributes not all data have been added to the study.
The aim is to view the optimistic, negative and neutral word weight. the chosen attributes. Both
tweets were scanned and the score was given to the outcome of the sentiment analysis. The results
are based on positive and negative terms based on the positive and negative files [5]. The feeling can
usually be divided into two categories (positive or negative) or three groups (positive, negative, and
neutral classes).
Sentiment analysis can technically be subdivided into four method types [8]: Machine learning is an
algorithm that makes the model for supervised classification based on training data. The lexicon
method, by using the semantic direction of words or sentences in a text, includes the measurement
of the polarity of emotion, it looks for opinions on the basis of rules and classifies them according to
the number of positive and negative terms. This method is expressed by classes, then divided into
ranks and sentiment analysis has some classification algorithms, such as Naive Bayes, and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). Both algorithms are generally known as standard algorithms in terms of
modeling paradigm. But lately, with the appearance of a modern way of using DL techniques, a
new age of text classification activities can be carried out by sentimental analysis [14]. Text mining
can be considered to go beyond access to information for additional users to interpret and ingest
information and make decision-making even easier [27].
Opinion mining, sentiment analysis and subjectivity analysis are similar fields with similar objectives
for computer techniques to be developed and implemented to process opinion text collections or
reviews. Additional analysis objectives include the development of heuristics or methods to identify,
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grade or summarize feelings in relation to certain things, events or subjects [24].
Simply, sentiment analysis approaches are based on two kinds of techniques. The first is to base these
technologies on lexicon- or corpus-based techniques on decision-making treaties including k-Nearest
Neighbors (k-NN), Conditional Random Field (CRF), Hidden Markov (HMM), Single Dimensional
Classification (SDC) and Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), relating to emotion classification
methodologies [22]. Second, the solution to machine learning is in three classes: I monitored; (ii)
half-monitored, and (iii) uncontrolled.

3. Deep Learning Model

G.E. Hinton first suggested deep learning in 2006 and is part of the Deep Neural Network process
[9]. Neural network is a community of interconnected neurons focused on a mathematical model
for the retrieval and transmission of information in recent decades and in particular in the area of
systems recognition, modeling and control applications [10]. The neural network has a human brain
presence which has many neurons making up a powerful network [2]. Deep learning networks can
provide training in both supervised and unattended areas [25].
The designs of the depth learning network involve several different networks including the DNN
(Dense Neural Learning), the CNNs and the RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks). In text processing,
vectors, word representation estimates, sentence classification, sentence modelling and feature pre-
sentation, the neural networks are highly beneficial [28].
The definition, construction, and evaluation of a deep learning model can be divided into several
features:

� Layers Number

� Layers Type

� Units (neurons) number in each Layer

� Single layer Activation Functions

� The size of input and output

3.1. Deep Learning Layers

For deep learning models there are several kinds of layers. CNNs classify images or recognize
objects, with recurring layers employed by RNns common to sorting natural languages and under-
standing of text. CNNs classify images or detect objects. We’re going to use layers Dense and
Dropout. The most prominent and typical form of layer is a thick layer - it is just a normal neural
network layer that connects each neuron to the neurons of the last and next layers. Each dense layer
is activated using the input and weight of the synapses to determine the output of its neurons.
Dropout layers are only layers of regularization which alter some inputs randomly to 0. This reduces
the likelihood of neural network overfitting.

3.2. Activation Functions

There are also several kinds of layer activation functions. All connects the input and weights of
the neuron to each other and distinguishes the network. Very common features are the ReLU, the
Sigmoid feature and the Linear feature. A few different roles are going to be mixed.
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Figure 1: Deep learning layers

3.3. Input and Output layers

Models have an input layer and a display layer as well as opaque layers. Figure 1 shows input
and output layers:

In the input layer, the number of neurons is the same as in our results. E.g., the train df and the
test df data frames have 67 features - so there would be 67 neurons in our input layer. This is where
our details entered.
The number of neurons depends on your objective for the output layer. And we estimate the price
– a single value, only one neuron would be used. Models of classification must have output neuron
class-number. You have to choose to compile the model:

� The Loss Function - The closest the model is to the target, the lower the error. To keep
track of success, diverse problems involve various loss functions.

� The Optimizer - The algorithm that optimizes the output of the loss function.

� Metrics - Metrics for model assessment. For instance, it would make sense for a Mean Squared
error loss function to use the Mean Absolute Error to measure and to use many other metrics.

4. Performance Measures

The purpose of a classification assignment is to classify the objects most applicable to a particular
customer in the sense of the product recommendation. The two most well recognized classification
measures are precision and recall; they also serve to measure the consistency of the knowledge
recovery tasks as a whole [19]. Precision and reminder are the most common measurements for the
recall of details, but the measurements of accuracy allow users to predict to what the items they
prefer are calculated as fractions of hitsu, the number of correctly suggested user items (u). The
precision metric (P ) covers the cumulative number of impacts of the recommended pieces (|recsetu|)
as shown in Equation (4.1) [20]:

Precisionu =
|hitsu|
|recsetu|

(4.1)

The Recall(R) calculates the proportion of hits with the potential optimum number of hits due
to the test scale as clarified in Equation (|testsetu|) (4.2).
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Table 1: Confusion matrix

Figure 2: Sample of airline dataset

Recallu =
|hitsu|

|testsetu|
(4.2)

Harmonic mean of precision and recall as shown in Equation (4.3) [3, 4].

F score =
2(Precision.Recall)

Precision+Recall
(4.3)

Classification accuracy: it is the ratio of properly categorized instances to a total number of
instances [11, 23, 6, 15].

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
(4.4)

Table 1 interpreted the symbols (TP, FN, FP, and TN) as follow [29, 7]:

1. True Positive (TP): If the case is positive, it is considered positive.

2. False Negative (FN): If the case is positive, but it is considered as negative.

3. True Negative (TN): If the case is negative and it is considered as negative.

4. False Positive (FP): If the case is negative, but it is considered as positive.

5. Description of Data Set

The first is Moview reviews (Mr), which is a compilation of 25,000 films reviewed from the IMDB
archive, marked by feelings (positive/negative). This is a framework implementation on two sets.
The name of the two subdirectories in that folder, ’pos’ and ’neg,’ refers to our auto-classification
classification (sentence) of component files [21]. Secondly, airline sentiment dataset with 14641
record that each record represented tweet (text) and three classes are negative (9178 record), neutral
(3099 record) and positive (2363 record). Twitter is a framework for microblogging which enables
you to send and receive short messages called tweets. Tweets with a length of up to 140 characters
and links to related websites and services. Figure 2 shows sample of data set.
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Figure 3: the block diagram of the proposed method

6. Proposed System

The proposed system includes three main phases as shown in Figure 3.

6.1. Preprocessing

The preprocessing phase has been applied on two data sets through five stages:

A. Tokenization can be defined as the procedure of dividing the text into these smaller pieces, to
clarify more converting texts into words within a matrix by search line by line for space and put
the words in a single matrix after converting texts into words. Tokenization is very important
in this respect of review analysis.

B. Text cleaning: is the process of cleaning texts from symbols like (@,&, numbers, andetc.) after a
tokenization process.
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C. Stop word: It is too frequent to delete terms from the corpus because they usually are generic
words like ”a,” ”an,” ”the” or ”of” that aren’t discriminatory throughout a document. Those
words are called stop words as well.

D. Stemming: is technique traces the word to its origin according to a technique online snow ball
for the purpose of calculating features such as word computer and computing the origin word
is compute.

E. Text Normalization: is process transformation text with capital letter to small letter such as
“COMPUTER “to “computer”, “THE” to “the”, and etc.

6.2. Feature Extraction

This phase has been applied on data sets through two stages:

A. Bag of Word: BoW is a representation of text that describes the occurrence of words within a
document such as text “hello”, the term is repeated five times as represented term frequency
is important step for next stage.

B. Term Frequency –Inverse Document Frequency: TF-IDF is calculate as show in Equation (6.1):

W (t, d,D) = tft,d ∗ log
N

df
(6.1)

Where:

� W (t, d,D): High term frequency weight (in the particular text) and low document frequency
of the term in the whole document range.

� tft,d: is the quantity of times that term t occurs in document d.

� N : document total number.

� df : documents containing the term number.

The output of step is weight of repeated words in document, for example, there are two documents,
and to know the weight of the word ”hello”, as the word in the first document is repeated three times,
and in the second document it is repeated once, run of Equation TF-IDF as follows:

Weightofhello = 3 ∗ log 2

4
(6.2)

6.3. Classification by Deep learning

Deep learning by neural network or called Dense Neural Network (DNN), this stage can be
summarized as follows:

A. Training process: sequential model (linear stack of layers) summarization of stage as follow:

� Embedding layer (input layer): mapping word values (The values we got from the stage
of features extracting by TF-IDF) to vector of real number with parameter (5000 layers,
output= 50 number of vectors).
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Table 2: performance measures

Data set Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
Movie review 97.5 94.5 95.98 95.38

Airline 94.37 93.22 93.8 93.84

Figure 4: Precision, recall, and F1 measure

� Flatten (hidden layer): vectors 2D to shape 1D.

� Dense (output layer): calculated activation function.

� Outline of the learning (training) algorithm: with parameters batch size is 100, k-fold is
10, and epoch is 10.

B. Update weight using adam optimizer algorithm based on training data, and then finally step of
proposed system is calculated precision, recall, F1, and accuracy.

7. Results and Discussions

The methodology of this paper based on sentiment analysis by text mining, classification using
Dense Neural Network (DNN), and calculated performance measures (precision, recall, F1, and
accuracy) for two data sets movie review and airline sentiment. Tables 2 show details performance
measures of two datasets.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 represented precision, recall, and F1 and accuracy of classification for two
datasets, respectively.

8. Conclusion

Text mining based on deep learning can be useful in the reviews and tweets classification task.
In this paper, the use of sentiment analysis based on text mining has been investigated. The results
demonstrated the outperformance of the proposed method especially for review classification.
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